ELECTRIC RADIATORS

WHY CHOOSE RFE PLUS RADIATORS?

The RF PLUS range boasts the very latest technology developed by ELNUR to provide a modern ergonomically designed,
stylish, efficient and totally controllable electric radiator.
With a know-how of 40 years of manufacturing excellence, ELNUR has incorporated
clever design features to enhance performance. The RFE PLUS radiator range is
manufactured from an injected aluminium structure with thermal fluid inside, specifically
designed to disperse the heat over its entire surface.
Every radiator in the RFE PLUS range provides accurate temperature control of the
room where they are installed with an electronic chronothermostat that allows the user
to set their ideal temperature during the day or the night, as and when required.
Energy control is essential to minimize consumption and reduce electricity expenses.

Traditional system with thermal fluid.

RFE PLUS radiators provide you with the latest technology in consumption control ETCO (ELECTRONIC TRIAC CONTROL OPTIMIZER), to manage and restrict the flow
of electricity.

Furthermore, each RFE PLUS radiator boasts our built-in weekly/daily programmer to provide the user with precise time
control. This easy to use yet comprehensive programmer allows the user to set their desired mode - Comfort, Economy or Frost
Protection, for any given hour of the day, providing maximum comfort whilst helping to make savings in unnecessary heating
expense.
New features to enhance efficiency and reduce carbon footprint include adaptive start control and open window detection
system.
The result is a technically superb product that provides the best efficiency in direct electric heating coupled with our industry
leading 5 year electronics and 10 year aluminium components warranty.
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RFE PLUS

Electric Radiator, Digital control with programmer
Technical features
►► Electronic Triac control optimizer ETCO.
►► Digital temperature selector for displaying real

temperature,set up temperature, clock and other
messages.

►► Weekly and daily programmer.
►► Three-level temperature selector: Comfort, Economy and
Frost-protection.

►► Open window detection for reduced energy waste.
►► Adaptive start control.
►► EcoFluid technology
►► Built-in electronic ambient thermostat ±0,1 0C.
►► Adjustable digital thermostat.
►► Built-in On-Off switch.
►► Security system with five-year memory backup, to prevent
loss of programming.

►► Flat lockable keyboard for easy cleaning.
►► Thermal safety cut out.
►► IP2X protecction.
►► Class I insulation.
►► Stylish aluminium body finished in epoxy powder coating

Patented wall
fixing brackets

RAL 9010.

►► Ratings from 500 to 2000 W.
►► Fitted with mains cable.
►► Patented safety wall fixing brackets for ease of

Our patented Wall
Fixing Brackets
can save 50% of
the installation time
avoiding measuring
and levelling work.

MODELS
Output

W

No of modules
Voltage

installation.

RF4E PLUS

RF6E PLUS

RF8E PLUS

RF10E PLUS

RF12E PLUS

RF14E PLUS

500

750

1000

1250

1500

2000

4

6

8

10

12

14

220-240 V

220-240 V

220-240 V

220-240 V

220-240 V

220-240 V

Frequency

Hz

50-60

50-60

50-60

50-60

50-60

50-60

Dimensions*

cm

41.5x58x10

57.5x58x10

73.5x58x10

89.5x58x10

105.5x58x10

121.5x58x10

Net weight

kg

EAN13

10.5

13

17

21

24.5

28

8432336418624

8432336418648

8432336418662

8432336418686

8432336418709

8432336418723
*Plus 2 cm space from the wall
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